
ELEANOR
As usual I’ve primed the miniature in black followed with some grey and white zenithal highlights applied from above:

I’ve decided to begin by laying 
down my basing in the usual way:

I’ve now painted the eyes using 
Deck Tan:

And I’ve used Black for the pupils 
and surrounding area:

Next I’m painting the skin using Beige Red mixed with a little Black:



And I’m using a mix of Black and Abyssal Blue to paint the hair:

I’m also using this for the boots:

Next I’m darkening some Thar 
Brown with a little Black:

I’m now darkening some Cantabric Blue with a little Black:

And I’m using this for the trousers as well as the gloves (I later decided to 
also use it for the shoulders so you could do that now too):



And I’m using this for the inner top (this can also be used for the messag-
es(?) in her satchel):

For the cloak and strap across the 
chest I’ve used Black Leather mixed 

with a little Cantabric Blue:

(I also decided to paint the belt 
with the dark purple tone):

For the upper two straps on the 
waist I’m using Dubai Brown mixed 

with a little Black:

I’m also using this brown for the 
satchel as well as the sword sheath:



And for the sword handle I’m using 
Black Metal:

Next I’ve chosen to paint the various small metallic details using Thrash 
Metal (you could use any mid/bright silver tone you like):

And here I’m just using the Black and Abyssal Blue mix for the details on 
the sheath as well as the leather edge of the chain mail:



I’ve also mixed in some additional 
red to colour the lips:

I’m beginning the highlights with 
the face where I’m adding Ivory 
and a touch of Flat Red to the base 

tone:

I’m then shading these metal areas down with a little Nuln Oil:

Next I’m highlighting the hair by 
adding increasing amounts of 

White Sands to the base tone:



For the blue areas I’m adding in-
creasing amounts of Caspian Blue 

to the base tone:



  

I’m now pushing things a little further with the addition of some White 
Sands and a little Caribbean Blue:



For the purple cloak, straps etc. I’m 
adding increasing amounts of Vio-

let to the base tone:

To brighten things further I’m freely adding varying amounts of White 
Sands, Tenere Yellow, and some of the Carribean Blue:



        
For the brown elements I’m adding 
some Arabic Shadow and some Te-

nere Yellow to the base tone:

I’m not sure if this strap is actually 
leather or not, but I’ve chosen to 
create some texture to add inter-

est:



I’m also highlighting this small trim just as I did the hair:

I’m now highlighting the shirt by progressing from Thar Brown to Mojave 
White:



And I’m now highlighting the boots 
using the same grey scale we used 

for the hair:

I’m now adding white and using 
this to place some highlights, and 
I’ve chosen a simple gradient get-

ting lighter towards the tip:

Next I’m going to paint the blade of the sword very much as I did in the 
Aragorn video, so I’m starting with a base tone of Heavy Metal and Dark 

Sea Blue (any silver tone would be fine here):



We can then use some mid tones to 
help blend the transitions:

And here I’m adding some Ivory to 
the highlight tone to add my bright-

est highlights:

Naturally we want the edges to 
stand out:

And here I’m darkening the central 
fuller:

I’m now adding some Black to the 
base tone and darkening the shad-

ow ends of the gradients:

On the edge however, I’m revers-
ing the gradient:



We can also add some small scratch-
es with the highlight tone:

And I’ve chosen to glaze a little Blue 
Green into the mid tones:

Here I’m just adding a little black 
lining:

And I’m going a little deeper with 
the shadows beneath the cheek-

bone:

I’m also highlighting the detailing 
on the sheath which I missed earli-

er:

This just adds a steely “zing” to the 
blade:



I’m now adding my grass tufts by Gamers Grass:

Whilst that dries I’m painting this 
gem firstly with some pure white:

And then some of the Blue Green:

And I’m going to add some muddy 
weathering to the clothes using a 
mix of Thar Brown and Gobi Brown:

Here I’m applying it quite thinly in 
layers to build up a faded gradation 

towards the base of the cloak:

I’m now dry brushing the ground with some Ivory, then applying some 
Agrax Earthshade:



And this completes Eleanor!

We can also add some to the boots 
and the trousers:

Along the way I’m also pushing one 
or two highlights elsewhere on the 

figure:

And I’m also adding some small, 
opaque spatters of mud:





PAINT LIST

Beige Red (VMC)
Black (VMC)

Black (SC)
Abyssal Blue (SC)

Cantabric Blue (SC)
Violet (SC)

Black Leather (SC)
Thar Brown (SC)

Dubai Brown (SC)
Thrash Metal (SC)
Black Metal (SC)

Ivory (VMC)
Flat Red (VMC)

White Sands (SC)
Caspian Blue (SC)

Caribean Blue (SC)
Arabic Shadow (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)
Mohave White (SC)

Dark Sea Blue (VMC)
Speed Metal (SC)

Titanium White (S)
Blue Green (VMC)
Gobi Brown (SC)

GW = Games Workshop, VMC = Vallejo Model Color, VGC = Vallejo Game Color, S = Schmincke, DR = Daler Rowney, 
SW = Secret Weapon


